Saturday 26th October, 2013 and the demise of Pile 2 is now well in sight. We had a great crew out at the site again and also a couple of “New Guys” screening with us for the first time. Welcome to the team Amanda Hitt and Ken Rust!! We continue to find artifacts and this time we found a really interesting point with a heavily serrated edge. We will need to take a closer look at that one in the lab. While folks were at the screening site, several members were at the TAS 2013 Annual Meeting in Del Rio, so we’ve included a couple of photos of their activities.

One of the “New Guys” Amanda Hitt screens with John Mancha

Bob Sewell found this point after only 10 minutes of screening

Linda Rust came out to visit us again. This time she brought her husband Ken – see photo opposite. Welcome back Linda!

A great team effort by Louis Aulbach, Charlie Aulbach, and the other “New Guy” Ken Rust yielded this point.

Jim Horner, John Rich, and Tom Williams work at their screen

A selection of the artifacts found. Notice the point with the heavily serrated edge (Top row, 2nd from left)
While the crew was working at the site on Saturday, Linda Gorski and Dr. Jason Barrett were giving presentations about the Dimond Knoll Screening Project to the Texas Archeological Society 2013 annual meeting in Del Rio.